POITRAS PRE-DOCTORAL FELLOWSHIPS

TWO FELLOWSHIPS WILL BE AWARDED TO MIT STUDENTS WHO ARE PRE-DOCTORAL CANDIDATES ENGAGED IN BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING AND/OR BIOPHYSICS RESEARCH IN THE LABORATORY OF AN MIT FACULTY MEMBER. EACH FELLOWSHIP PROVIDES TUITION, HEALTH INSURANCE, A MONTHLY LIVING STIPEND AND WILL BE AWARDED FOR A ONE-YEAR PERIOD, BEGINNING IN SEPTEMBER 2010 through AUGUST 2011.

APPLICATIONS ARE DUE ON OR BEFORE March 31, 2010 AND SHOULD INCLUDE:

- **CURRICULUM VITAE**
  Include MIT telephone number and current address
  Non-US Citizens are eligible to apply.

- **OFFICIAL MIT GRADUATE TRANSCRIPT**

- **RESEARCH PROPOSAL**
  (Maximum 2-3 pages) of area to be studied during the year of the fellowship; and An additional short summary of research; about two paragraphs in language that can be understood by a general/non-scientific audience. MUST specify the MIT faculty member and the lab location where the research will take place.

- **TWO LETTERS OF RECOMMENDATION**
  (At least one must be from a MIT faculty sponsor)

- **ONE LETTER OF SUPPORT FROM THE MIT FACULTY MEMBER/ADVISOR WHOSE LAB WILL HOST THE RESEARCH** (If faculty sponsor and advisor are the same, only 2 recommendations letters TOTAL are required.)

SUBMIT APPLICATIONS TO:

Debra L. Martin
Programs Manager, Vice President for Research Office
11-268